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User behaviors in online social networks convey not only literal information but also one’s emotion attitudes
towards the information. To compute this attitude, we define the concept of emotion role as the concentrated
reflection of a user’s online emotional characteristics. Emotion role detection aims to better understand the
structure and sentiments of online social networks and support further analysis, e.g., revealing public opinions,
providing personalized recommendations, and detecting influential users. In this paper, we first introduce the
definition of a fine-grained emotion role, which consists of two dimensions: emotion orientation (i.e., positive,
negative, and neutral) and emotion influence (i.e., leader and follower). We then propose a Multi-dimensional
Emotion Role Mining model, named as MERM, to determine a user’s emotion role in online social networks.
Specifically, we tend to identify emotion roles by combining a set of features that reflect a user’s online
emotional status, including degree of emotional characteristics, accumulated emotion preference, structural
factor, temporal factor and emotion change factor. Experiment results on a real-life micro-blog reposting
dataset show that the classification accuracy of the proposed model can achieve up to 90.1%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, online social networking and associated applications have become prevalent
and widely adopted, many intelligent systems are developed [6, 40, 43]. Users can freely and
conveniently express their opinions through these emerging social networking services such as
Twitter and Weibo. These social behaviors not only convey literal information but also user’s
emotional attitudes towards the information. In particular, user’s emotional characteristic is one of
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the most important factors to help us understand human behavior patterns, which correlates to a
user’s social behaviors, living habits and other personalities. As a matter of fact, people usually have
different emotional characteristics and preferences when they interact with online information. In
order to systematically study a user’s distinct emotion preferences during information propagation
in online social network, we propose the concept of emotion role, which consists of emotion
orientation and emotion influence, to denote the concentrated reflection of a user’s online emotional
characteristics. Specifically, emotion orientation represents a user’s own tendency in delivering
emotions, e.g., some people prefer to share and publish positive posts while others prefer negative
ones. Emotion influence mainly determines to what extent a user could make impact on the
propagation of online emotions, which is another significant feature to reflect one’s emotional
characteristics.
Revealing the emotion role and its impact is crucial for better understanding online social
networks and providing critical insights, which can be used to facilitate public opinion detection
and personalized information recommendation. For example, [44] exploited the effectiveness of
sentiment homophily for link prediction in social network, and [37] took advantages from users’
sentiment for fine-grained social media search. However, most related studies focus on how to
measure personal-level and short-term emotions, relatively fewer have considered people’s long-
lasting emotion characteristics, such as emotion orientation and emotion influence [30, 32, 38]
which will be mainly discussed in our work. And taking these two factors can be of great value for
many applications. For example, online product promotion and targeted information diffusion are
two meaningful areas within which emotion role detection plays a critically role. When a company
releases a product online, the positive or negative comments of the customers on the product’s
advertisement will significantly impact the image and/or sale of the product. As such, diffusing
advertisements by influential users with positive emotional comments in online social network is a
promising approach for product promotion. In order to achieve this, it is crucial to determine which
online user is influential, and what emotional preference (positive or negative) he/she possesses.
In other words, to detect the emotion role of online users is the basis for efficient online product
promotion or information diffusion. In addition to marketing, emotion detection can be used for
many other situations which have been studied before [8, 12, 38]. This motivates us to extend those
traditional models to improve the performance of emotion role detection.
Usually, emotion role detection involves in a few basic methods, which includes emotion recog-
nition, user profiling and social network analysis. In specific, emotion recognition is the foundation
for user’s emotion role detection, it provides researchers with the basic knowledge of a user’s
static emotion status and that can be applied in revealing user’s emotional characteristic. Besides,
social network analysis can also benefit the emotion role detection process, which could help
us understand users’ historical interactions and their behavior influence. However, despite these
existing methods for emotion role detection, there are still a number of challenges which includes
1) what features could be used to describe a user’s emotion characteristics; and 2) how to quantify
extracted features and fuse them together.
To address the emotion role detection issue, in this paper, we formulate the problem based on two
emotional perspectives. The first one is referred to emotion orientation, which determines a user’s
online behaviors and indicates what kind of emotion a user tends to convey in online social network.
We use both degree of emotional characteristics and one’s accumulated emotion preference to
represent a user’s emotion orientation. The second one is emotion influence. In particular, one’s
behavior in online social network has specific impacts on their followers which may result in
different diffusion mode. Different from traditional social influence that only considers the scale
of propagation, emotion influence takes the ability of leading emotions into account. Thus, we
define users with high emotion influence will not only have topological impact but also play an
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important role in emotion propagation. Above two perspectives build the basis of emotion role in
terms of personal-level and public-level respectively, based on which we further extract a number
of features and propose a Multi-dimensional Emotion Role Mining model (MERM), to identify the
emotion roles of the users of online social network. The main contributions of our work can be
summarized as follows:
• We define a fine-grained two-dimension emotion role, by combining both emotion orientation
and emotion influence, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempts in the domain
of online social network analysis.
• We design a few new features and develop a decision tree-based MERM model to detect the
emotion role of online social network users.
• We conduct a set of experiments on real data set, which consists of more than 2.6 million
reposts. Experimental results show that the classification accuracy of the proposed model
can reach 90.1%.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3
describes the concept and definition of emotion role. Section 4 presents the problem statement. Sec-
tion 5 formulates the features for emotion role detection and further elaborates the proposed MERM
model for feature fusion. Section 6 discusses experimental evaluation followed by conclusions and
future research directions in Section 7.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Emotion Recognition and Propagation
In early works, [24] conducted a survey on social network analysis, and they took user’s se-
mantics as one significant factor for understanding social behavior. Generally speaking, as for
emotion/semantic recognition, most of the state-of-the-art methods are implemented by either
lexicon-based or learning-based approaches. Lexicon-based approaches typically use existing emo-
tion lexicons of words and phrases, each of which is related to the emotion polarity or strength. [17]
constructed a microblog-oriented emotion lexicon using the Semantic Orientation from Point-
wised Mutual information and proposed an analysis algorithm to calculate the emotion score.
In [4], authors analyzed the emotion of post messages by combining opinion strength and polarity
indicators based on existing lexical resources, which significantly improved the accuracy of emo-
tion classification. For the learning-based approaches, [22, 23] have conducted machine-learning
based sentiment analysis in early years, and many learning methods have been applied such as
Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [25]. While most existing sentiment classification
algorithms build sentiment classifiers based on the segmentation results from bag-of-words or sep-
arators, [31] developed a joint framework for sentence-level sentiment classification which is able
to generate more useful segmentations and predict sentence-level polarity. [20] developed a system
named pSenti, which integrated both lexicon-based and learning-based approaches, and achieved
significantly higher accuracy in polarity classification. In addition, [12] investigated emotional
signals to help with sentiment analysis. [46] performed emotion tagging for online comments based
on cross-domain resources and [13] exploited social relations for sentiment analysis, which gave
us a hint to mining user’s emotional behaviors. There are also a few studies that focus on emotion
propagation. [34] proposed a trust-based multi-ego social network to investigate and understand
dynamic emotion diffusion. [8] characterized the factors influencing the diffusion of emotion in
Facebook by using the independent-Cascade diffusion model.
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2.2 Personal-level Emotion Detection
This category of related work is about how to measure each individual’s static emotion status and its
influence. In [38], authors extracted individuals’ emotions by jointly modeling the images posted by
an online user and the comments added by his friends, which improved the performance in inferring
user emotions. [32] conducted a quantitative study on individual emotional states and proposed a
method referred to as MoodCast for modeling and predicting emotions. The authors formalized the
problem as a factor graph model and defined three types of factors, namely attribute correlation,
temporal correlation and social correlation, to capture different types of information in the social
network. [30] utilized social relationships to improve user-level sentiment analysis, and constructed
models based on the follower/followee network which is formed by the referring actions using “@”
mentions. The result has proved that statistically significant sentiment-classification improvements
can be achieved by incorporating social-network information. In [15], a framework was proposed
to classify emotions and reveal emotion influence patterns. In general, these studies provide us
with insights into an individual’s online emotion behaviors and relevant factors. This offers us a
hint to further analyze user’s emotional characteristics.
2.3 Role Detection in Online Social Network
This category focuses on approaches to mining social roles according to different role defini-
tions. [33] proposed to assign Twitter users to different levels of status based on their language
use, and [14] presented method for detecting organizational hierarchy that aimed to determine the
degree to which team members coordinate with each other. Besides, [26] proposed a model called
the Longitudinal User Centered Influence (LUCI). The model can discover leaders and followers in
online social network and further divide each category into two subcategories. It took the user
interaction information as input and achieved high classification accuracy. In [1], the authors
presented SSRM framework to analyze social network and classified each individual into four
different categories based on their structural role in a community. The closeness centrality and
two extensions of the betweenness centrality have been used to extract different social roles. This
method has also been used in [3]. [45] introduced Interest-field Based Measures to identify opinion
leaders. [47] investigated the social roles and statuses that people act in online social networks
from the perspective of network structures. They systematically studied the correlation between
network characteristics and social situations of users, and proposed a model called SRS to infer
social roles such as advisor, content contributor, etc. In [9], authors proposed several theories about
social influence network and explored the opinion change issue which inspires us to further analyze
the online social network. However, neither of these definitions or classification approaches had
considered a user’s long-lasting emotional status. In this paper, we would pay more attention to a
user’s emotional characteristics and propose a new definition of emotion roles.
3 EMOTION ROLE DEFINITION
The emotion role is the concentrated reflection of a user’s online emotional characteristics. As
mentioned above, we focus on two dimensions of emotion. 1) The first one is emotion orientation,
namely the types of emotion a user prefers to express. This dimension includes three different
values, i.e., positive, neutral and negative respectively. 2) The second dimension is emotion influence,
which indicates one’s ability to lead public emotion and is classified into two categories, namely
emotion leader and emotion follower.
To classify a user’s emotion orientation, we consider two factors, namely 1) degree of emotional
characteristics and 2) accumulated emotion preference. As we already know, users may have
different emotion attitudes towards the same topic, and prior studies have paid much attention to
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mining such attitudes from personal-level (i.e., micro-level) data [32, 38]. However, the emotion
distribution of the public (i.e., macro-level) was barely considered. It remains an open issue to
measure the relationships between micro-level behaviors and macro-level behaviors, and their
impact on online social network. Emotion preference provides an intuitive insight into a user’s
historical behaviors and has been explored in many studies [16, 21], which made an important
contribution to refine the user’s emotion orientation.
For the detection of emotion influence, we take into account three factors: namely 1) structural
factor - a traditional perspective to measure influence, 2) temporal factor - representing activeness
and temporal influence, and 3) emotion change factor - denoting the possible emotion change
caused by the user during propagation of information. The last one plays an important role in
identifying the key node that could lead public emotions in the process of information propagation,
but it received little attention in existing researches. Based on the above analysis, and by combining
the three types of emotion orientation with two kinds of emotion influence category, we define six
distinct types of emotion roles as follows:
• Positive Leader. The online social network users whose behaviors are mostly inclined to be
positive and could make a strong impact on emotion propagation.
• Positive Follower. The online social network users whose behaviors are mostly inclined to
be positive but are barely followed. Compared with positive leaders, positive followers could
not lead any meaningful propagation of emotions.
• Negative Leader. The online social network users whose behaviors are mostly inclined to
be negative and could lead to a wide range propagation of emotions.
• Negative Follower. The online social network users whose behaviors are mostly inclined
to be negative, but their emotions could hardly spread out and affect others.
• Neutral Leader. The online social network users whose behaviors are mostly inclined to be
neutral, which includes the following two meanings: The first one is that online behaviors of
neutral leaders do not always have polarity tendency, i.e., their behaviors are mostly inclined
to be objective and rational. The second one is that online behaviors of neutral leaders do
not have a specific mode, which might randomly be positive, negative or neutral. Meanwhile,
their behaviors could still make an impact on others and result in emotion changes.
• Neutral Follower. The online social network users who neither have obvious emotion
orientation or any meaningful influence to others. The majority of online users belong to
this type.
4 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In online social networks, such as Twitter1 and Weibo2, users could interact with others in many
ways, e.g., making comments, clicking likes, and retweeting/reposting other’s messages. Among
them the retweet/repost behavior can be used to track the propagation of information. This kind of
information propagation naturally forms a tree structure within which users correspond to nodes
and retweeting/reposting behaviors correspond to edges [42]. As illustrated in Figure 1, we extract
the repost structure in Weibo using the identifier “//@”. In this way, the propagation structure of a
micro-blog message can be represented as a tree T (U ,E), whereU denotes the set of users and E
represents the set of repost edges. As a user may get involved in several different propagation trees,
there might be a list of trees for each user. In order to formally define the emotion role identification
problem, we first introduce the relevant notations below.
1www.twitter.com
2www.weibo.com
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Fig. 1. A structural example of a repost in Weibo.
Let Ti denote a repost tree, ui denote an online social network user, Ti ∈ T , ui ∈ U , andWu
denote all the posts that a specific user u has ever reposted. We represent the emotion orientation
of user u as EOu , which consists of the following two parts. On the one hand, the degree of
emotional characteristics of user u for post w is represented as ERu (w). On the other hand, the
user’s accumulated emotion preference is extracted from his/her historical behaviors. We use
HPu (e) to represent the historical preference of user u for emotion e . We denote the emotion
influence of user u as EIu , which can be defined based on the following three key features. TFu (w)
is the temporal factor of user u for post w . SFu (w) is the structural factor which represents the
topological structure of subtrees. EFu (w) denotes the emotion change caused by user u.
Therefore, the emotion role identification problem can be described as: given a user u and a set
of trees (i.e., T ) related to the user’s repost history, we aim to identify which role the target user u
belongs to. The key tasks are outlined as follows:
• How to quantitatively evaluate the aforementioned features, including ERu (w), HPu (e),
TFu (w), SFu (w) and EFu (w)?
• How to fuse these factors together to determine the user’s emotion role?
5 EMOTION ROLE DETECTION
In this section, we first introduce the preliminaries of emotion recognition from a personal-level
perspective, and then elaborate the features used for identifying emotion roles based on emotion
orientation and emotion influence. Finally, we present a feature fusion model and its corresponding
methods.
5.1 Preliminaries
Emotion recognition [2] focuses on the identification of personal-level emotion from textual
contents, images or any other resources from online social networks. As all concepts of emotion
roles are based on emotion recognition of a user’s online behaviors, emotion recognition is critical
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Fig. 2. Illustration of different distribution of emotion.
to thoroughly understand a user’s emotion role. Nowadays, many emotion classification tools have
been developed based on either lexicon or machine learning methods, which is also one of our
previous works [36, 41]. Based on the characteristics of online social networks, [36] paid attention
to the characteristics of innovative words, emotion elements, and hierarchical structure of Chinese
micro-blog. Based on three wording standards and point-wise metrics, a Rule Set Model (RSM) for
analyzing sentiment features of different linguistic components and corresponding methodology
for calculating sentiment on multi-granularity were developed. And the method has been proved
more effective by giving 10.2% and 1.5% higher average accuracy than two existing methods for
Chinese micro-blog sentiment analysis, namely CBoO [35] and OVDB [7]. In this paper, based on
textual information, we use RSM to classify personal-level emotion into three categories: P(positive),
O(neutral), and N(negative). We useM to denote the candidate emotion set, whereM ∈ {P ,O,N },
and use Eu (w) ∈ M to denote the emotion attitude of user u towards repostw .
5.2 Emotion Feature Extraction
5.2.1 Emotion Orientation.
In online social networks, some people prefer to express positive emotions, and would like to share
wonderful experiences or repost encouraging stories. Meanwhile, there is also another type of
people who prefers to deliver negative emotions such as publishing rude remarks or expressing
dissatisfaction. Emotion orientation reflects a user’s online emotion characteristic which is related
to the user’s living environment, educational background, economic situation, etc. As we know,
topic preference could reflect an individual’s unique characteristic because different people are
usually attracted by different topics, e.g., politics, entertainment news, literature. However, emotion
orientation is derived from a completely different perspective, e.g., two users who have totally
opposite topic preference may be consistent with each other when it comes to emotion orientation.
In other words, emotion orientation, to a certain degree, is independent of topics [19]. For instance,
assuming that one user is interested in politics and makes a lot of negative comments on social
events (e.g., government policy and international situation), and another user is a sport fan and his
online behaviors are always critical and radical. Obviously, they are two completely different kind
of people based on topic preference. Nevertheless, in terms of emotion orientation, they can be
categorized as the same kind of people, i.e., the negative ones. To quantitatively measure emotion
orientation, we propose the following two features.
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Degree of emotional characteristic. By applying the RSM method in previous work [36], we
can classify user’s posts into three categories of emotion, i.e., positive, negative, and objective.
However, these discrete labels are insufficient to measure the fine-grained emotional characteristics,
in other word, it is much more effective to understand an emotion role if we could quantify
the degree of emotional characteristics for online users. Without loss of generality, online users
usually possess different emotions towards the same event, as shown in Figure 2, which shows two
situations of emotion distributions. If a user dares to express a different emotion feeling from the
others’, we can deduce that such a distinct emotion is much more unique than that he/she expresses
a similar emotion as the others. For instance, a positive emotion in a situation that other users
all expressed negative feeling, is obviously more unique than that in the case all others showed
similar positive feelings. Based on this observation and inspired by TF-IDF3 method, we attempt
to measure the difference between a user’s micro emotion feeling and the overall macro emotion
distribution to identify the uniqueness of a user’s emotional characteristics. Specifically, we extract
individual and crowd emotions from the repost structure of a given repost tree, and apply the
following equations to quantify the degree of a user’s emotional characteristics.
ERu (w) =

0.5 + N (w )−P (w )−|N (w )−O (w ) |2S (w ) i f Eu (w) = P ,
P (w )−N (w )
2S (w ) i f Eu (w) = O,
−0.5 + N (w )−P (w )−|P (w )−O (w ) |2S (w ) i f Eu (w) = N .
(1)
where ERu (w) is the degree of emotional characteristics, and Eu (w) denote the emotion attitude of
user u towards repostw , which is a discrete value that can be positive (P), negative (N), or objective
(O). N (w) represents the number of users whose emotion towardsw is negative; P(w) denotes the
number of users whose emotion is positive; O(w) is the number of users whose emotion is neutral;
and S(w) represents the total propagation size of this post, i.e., its total reposts number. In this
equation, we leverage the difference between N (w) and P(w) to describe the position of a user in
the macro emotion distribution and revise it using O(w). To set the value of neutral relations to
zero and the value of ERu (w) ranges from -1 to 1, we set 0.5 as base point of positive relations and
-0.5 as negative point.
We use the following example to explain the mechanism of our proposed method for calculating
ERu (w). Suppose that 30 users have reposted the same post, among them 20, 7 and 3 users express
positive, objective, and negative feelings respectively. According to equation 1, the degree of positive
emotional characteristic for the users expressing positive emotion is 0.5+ (3−20− |3−7|)/60 = 0.15.
Similarly, the corresponding degrees of negative and objective emotional characteristics for users
expressing negative or objective emotion are -1 or 0.28 respectively. All these values: 0.15 (positive),
0.28 (objective), and -1 (negative) indicate the degree of the corresponding emotion feelings. As can
be seen, since there are 20 users expressing positive emotion, the positive emotion expressed by the
user will not be significant comparing to a negative or objective feeling (0.15 is smaller compared
to -1 and 0.28 in their absolute values) expressed by users. Thus, by applying such equation, we
could deduce the degree of userâĂŹs emotional characteristics.
User’s accumulated emotion preference. Based on the analysis of users’ history behavior, we
noticed that although the sequential records of a user’s emotion preference remains stable, its
temporal fluctuations and diversity contextual information makes it difficult to capture a user’s
comprehensive emotion preference. Intuitively, we could simply average the value of one’s historical
emotion preference or apply the last emotion preference as the default user’s emotion preference
at present moment. However, these methods could lose temporal and contextual information
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf#cite_note-1
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Fig. 3. Distribution of comment length.
that exist in user’s history behavior. Therefore, the following factors are taken into account. We
first look into the influence of temporal factor, in which we introduce time decay factor when
averaging all the historical emotion preferences. And one previous work [28] has proved that
recent emotions (moods) are more effective to infer user’s current emotion than past emotions. The
second observation, as discussed in [27, 29], is that the constitution of online comments could have
influence on individual’s online behavior, including reviewing and posting comments. Specifically,
these works propose concepts like “thoughtfulness of existing comments” and “richness of the
content” to measure the influence that existing comments could have on individual’s behavior. As
the conveyance of such concepts is related to comment length to some extent, we take comment
length into consideration in our work in modeling user’s reposting behavior. Figure 3 illustrates the
statistical analysis of the comment length based on our data set, which shows different reposting
behavior under different comment length. By combining the comment length and the time decay
factor, we can quantify a user’s accumulated emotion preference as follows:
HPu (e) =
∑
Eu (w )=e,w ∈Wu
log(Cu (w) + 2)exp{−θ (t0 − tw )} (2)
where t0 is the latest time when useru reposted or published a message; exp{−θ (t0−tw )} represents
a time-decay factor; and θ is a attenuation parameter which describes the time-decay trend and is
set as 0.2 according to our experiments on the separated training set of our data.Cu (w) is the user’s
comment length of postw . We used logarithmic function to eliminate the effect of large orders of
magnitude of comment length. Since Cu (w) is not lesser than 0 and the base of our logarithmic
function is 2, we extend the value ofCu (w) with 2 in addition in the logarithm to keep this function
meaningful, in other word, to make it larger than 1 in all situations.
5.2.2 Emotion Influence.
Emotion influence is a measurement of users’ ability to propagate online emotion. We consider this
feature from three different perspectives. The first one is structural influence, which is related to
the scale of information propagation caused by the user. It is similar to some existing studies, most
of which summarized the problem as how to find leaders and followers in online social networks.
The second one is temporal factor, which is related to the life cycle of a post. The last one is emotion
change after a user’s participation. During the propagation of a piece information, the emotion
opinion towards it may change with the effect of surrounding context. Specifically, the last factor
plays a key role in measuring a user’s ability to impact public emotions, which distinguishes the
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Fig. 4. Performance under different parameter.
definition of emotion influence in this paper from existing works. To quantify emotion influence,
we formally define the aforementioned three factors as follows.
Structural Factor. As discussed, the propagation of information in online social network forms
a tree structure, where the post publisher corresponds to the tree root, and other users who repost
the message form a set of nodes including internal nodes and leaf nodes. Each internal node could
form a unique subtree rooted from itself, which could be considered as an intuitive reflection of its
structural influence. To formulate this factor, we consider both the relative and absolute size of
subtrees. Additionally, we take the depth of subtrees into account to evaluate the density of a tree.
A denser tree might indicate a higher influence. We use an exponential function to express this
effect, and formally define the structural factor SFu (w) as follows:
SFu (w) = α
Su (w)
S(w)




wherew denotes the original post; S(w) is the size of corresponding tree; and Su (w) and DPu (w)
represent the size and depth of the subtree rooted from user u, respectively. To determine α , we
apply decision tree to classify the influence of users, i.e., leader and follower. According to result
showed in Figure 4, α is set to 0.6.
Temporal Factor. A user’s activeness in online social networks is an important factor to reflect
his/her online influence, as active users would pay more attention to online information and tend
to get involved voluntarily. Moreover, based on the tree structure, the living period of online
information differs from each other, where one of the influence factors is whether influential users
have participated in the process of propagation. We use the time delay of a user’s participation
from the time of original post to measure user activeness and use the relative time ratio to describe
the influence from temporal perspective. The temporal factor TFu (w) is introduced as follows:
TFu (w) = β
LPu (w)
LP(w)
+ (1 − β)exp{−(tu − tw )} (4)
where LPu (w) represents the lifespan of the interaction between user u and one online post w ,
which starts from time tu when user u makes a post Rw that is referred to the original postw , and
ends at time tw when the last repost behavior on Rw has occurred. And LPw is the life cycle of the
original informationw , tw represents the starting time of informationw when it was first posted.
The exponential function exp{−(tu − tw )} describes the time delay from the publishing ofw to the
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repost action of u. In addition, we apply the same method to determine β , and the result showed in
Figure 4 denotes 0.8 as best parameter.
Emotion Change Factor. Emotion change factor is used to measure emotion change before and
after a user’s participation. We use Bu (w, e) to denote the emotion distribution of post w before
the participation of user u to repost that post, and Au (w, e) to denote the distribution after u’s
participation. Specifically, these twomeasurements (Bu (w, e) andAu (w, e)) are both represented by a
triple, which includes three elements and each of them indicating the ratio of positive, negative, and
objective emotion respectively. The Euclidean distance is used to measure the difference between
above two distributions, which is normalized by exponential function. The emotion change factor
EFu (w) is introduced as follows:
EFu (w) = −exp
{∑
e ∈M
|Bu (w, e) −Au (w, e)|
}
+ 1. (5)
Using above three factors, we can compute the emotion influence of a user systematically. It is
worth noting that there are a large number of posts that have never been reposted. Therefore, it’s
unnecessary to compute the influence of such posts. What really attract us is the number of posts
that have been reposted (denoted as HRu ) and the number of posts that have never been reposted
(denoted as NRu ), because the ratio of HRu could denotes users’ sustained influence.
5.3 Emotion Feature Fusion
In the case of emotion orientation, we use ERu (w) and HPu (e) to represent the relation between
user u and postw and the preference of u to emotion e , respectively. To characterize one’s emotion
orientation from the personal point of view, we need to consider these factors in an integrated
manner. In other words, we use two features to classify users into three categories (i.e., positive,
neutral or negative) based on machine learning method. Specifically, we use ERu and HPu to
represent one’s emotion orientation and introduce them as follows:
ERu =
∑




HPu (P) − HPu (N )∑
e ∈{P,O,N } HPu (e)
(7)
where HRu and NRu are the numbers of user u’s posts that have and have not been reposted by
others respectively. Hence, the sum of HRu and NRu indicates the total posts that belongs to user
u. Accordingly, in equation 6, we could deduce that ERu is the mean of one’s degree of emotional
characteristics. Besides, in equation 7, we attempt to measure the user’s overall preference on
the three emotion feelings. Specifically, if a user is more likely to post/repost positive messages,
the corresponding HPu (P) will be larger than HPu (N ), thus the value of HPu can be a positive
value. As such, we can use the results of HPu directly as the indicators showing the user’s overall
emotion preference. For instance, a positive/negative value of HPu indicates that the user prefers
positive/negative posts. If the value is close to 0, it indicates that the user keeps a balanced emotion
preference to positive/negative feeling, which also means that the user is more likely to post/repost
neutral messages.
As for computing ERu , we noticed that among all posts the user has participated, there are always
a small amount of records which have extreme ERu values comparing to averaged ERu values. We
regard these records as “abnormal behavior” since their corresponding emotion character values
seem to be abnormal than most of the records. One example of such situation is shown in Figure 5,
where each vertical line indicates the value of historical degree of emotional characteristics with a
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Fig. 5. Regression result of a user.
(a) Distribution of degree of emotional characteristics. (b) Distribution of emotion preference.
Fig. 6. Distribution of orientation features.
0.95 confidence interval, and the blue lines are normal records while the red ones are considered
as noises. However, ERu is a mean value based feature that is sensitive to outliers, and can be
significantly influenced by these outliers in the dataset. More importantly, abnormal/extreme
behaviors reflected by these outlier data points, no matter they are produced by accident or
on purpose, do not reflect the real characteristics of users. Nevertheless, such outlier data can
significantly affect our judgments since such abnormal behaviors are much more different from a
user’s normal behavior. In order to have a more representative value for ERu , we need to eliminate
such abnormal behaviors (outliers). To do this, we proposed a denoising process based on linear
regression of least square method and set the confidence interval as 0.95 to eliminate all the outliers,
which can help us prevent this feature from being biased. After denoising has completed, we
plotted the distribution of the two features in Figure 6, which includes the distribution of degree of
emotional characteristics in Figure 6(a) and the user’s accumulated emotion preference distribution
in Figure 6(b) respectively. In order to give a more visualized tendency of the data distribution, we
draw fitting curves using Gaussian formulation, from which we could observe that the majority of
users are inclined to be neutral.
As different factors have different impacts on the user’s emotion influence, we need to evaluate
the weight of each factor before fusing them together. Based on the tree structure of a post, we
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first obtain the distribution of each factor, and then combine them linearly. We introduce another
metric, named as ratio of reposted, to represent the portion of a user’s messages (including both
original posts and reposts) that has been reposted by others. This metric is used to adjust the effect
of individual abnormal reposts. The integrated emotion influence is calculated as follows, where










according to the above definition, we could deduce that EIu contains two parts. Firstly, we calculate
the weighted average value of the intensity of emotion influence by summing the proposed three
features, and then divided the sum by the number of all reposts (HRu ) that belongs to user u’s post
w . Secondly, we introduce the repost rate ( HRuHRu+NRu ) to denote the ability such influence could
affect others. A higher value of the rate indicates a higher ability one’s post could affect others.
And finally, we multiply these two values to obtain a comprehensive description of user’s emotion
influence.
5.4 Emotion Role Detection Model
To classify a user into one of the six different emotion roles, we propose a Multi-dimensional
Emotion Role Mining model (MERM), which integrates both emotion orientation and emotion
influence to identify one’s emotion role.
In the case of emotion influence, there is no standard evaluation method. When analyzing social
networks, centrality is a widely used metric to measure user’s influence including degree centrality,
closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality, where the threshold selection has been used to
identify users with different influence. Inspired by such scheme, to get the contribution weight of
each feature, we first represent all the results computed by equation 3, 4, 5 as vectors:
SF =
(










EF (w1), EF (w2), · · · , EF (wn)
)
(11)
To evaluate the weight of each feature, we explore the global statistics of their distributions. The
standard deviation measures the dispersion of target data, where a smaller value indicates stronger
aggregation degree and poor discrimination degree. Therefore, the feature with relatively larger
standard deviation is more important. However, the discrimination ability of standard deviation
is based on the assumption that the target data has the same dimension. To solve this problem,
we introduce the Coefficient of Variance (CV), to denote the division of standard deviation over
mean. This statistic parameter can eliminate the effect caused by different dimensions and provide
a consistent and comparable measurement. By applying the Coefficient of Variance (CV) algorithm,
the values of each ϕi , i ∈ 1, 2, 3 in equation 8 are deduced. As a result, we can get the emotion
influence for each user. According to previous work [26], we set µ + 2σ as the threshold to identify
emotion leaders and followers. The users whose EIu is greater than the threshold are recognized as
emotion leaders while others as followers.
We build MERM based on decision tree model, which is suitable for high quality classification
under less features. In our study, we use the user set we constructed as root sample, and each user is
characterized by three features, namely ERu , HPu , and EIu respectively. We select the mainstream
algorithm C4.5 for emotion role identification. It splits target data into subcategories based on
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normalized information gain, and applies J48, an open source Java implementation of C4.5 in





1 EIu ≥ µ + 2σ ,
0 EIu < µ + 2σ .
(12)
Then we build a vector Uu = (ERu ,HPu ,EI
′
u ) as the input to building decision tree. Here U
j
u is
the jth feature, and the entropy and information gain formed the basis of the method. The formal












whereU andA represent instance set of users, attribute of vectors, respectively.Uv denotes the user
set whose attribute value of A equals v . In C4.5, the ratio of information gains is used to choose





To create a node N, we label the node as attribute with the highest GainRatio, and perform this
procedure recursively to build a decision tree. Finally, we use this tree to classify the users into six
different categories, i.e., six emotion roles.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct detailed analysis on our proposed features and methods. We first
provide the overview of the dataset, and then we describe the evaluations on our proposed features.
Following that, we conduct experiments on detecting user’s emotion orientation and measuring
user’s emotion influence respectively. Finally, we apply all the features to classify a user’s emotion
role into six categories to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.
Before demonstrating any experimental results, we first illustrate the key procedure for model
training and parameter tuning in our experiments. Specifically, the dataset is initially divided into
training and testing datasets before any further experiments are conducted. Based on training
dataset, we simultaneously train the model and tune the parameters through the following proce-
dures. Given one possible parameter setting, 1) we first calculate the features for each instance in
the training dataset, and 2) we then apply decision tree algorithm using these instance in a 10-fold
cross validation manner, notice that all the parameters are now determined/unchanged and we
are using training dataset lonely, to see the classification accuracy under such parameter setting.
And we repeat the above two steps by changing the parameters’ values to determine the best
parameter setting when the model reaches its highest classification accuracy. Since the parameters
are unchanged during the validation process, thus we do not select parameters in each round of the
validation. In fact, all the parameters we proposed only influence how we transfer the raw dataset
into feature-based instances for training purpose, and we do not tune the model’s inner parameters.
Detailed experimental results can be found in the following sections.
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Table 1. Components of XML structure.
Property Description
org_id ID of original post
org_time Release time of original post
org_emotion Emotion of original post
w_id ID of current repost
w_time Release time of current repost
w_text Textual content of current post
w_emotion Emotion of current repost
u_id ID of the user
p_name Parent name of current repost
6.1 Date Set
Our experiments were conducted on a real-world dataset4 collected from Weibo - a Twitter-like
micro-blog service in China. We used APIs provided by Weibo service to crawl repost information
within a specified time interval (from Jan. 2014 to June.2014). To make the data set manageable, we
first extract all original posts in our data set to form a list of roots of repost trees, and then classify
reposts into different levels based on the number of identifiers (i.e., “//@”) in the repost text. After
this we are able to construct the tree structure for each Weibo post. The process is presented as
follows:
(1) Add the 1st-level reposts onto original posts directly based on the original-post information
within each raw record derived through APIs.
(2) Add the next level reposts onto its parent nodes based on both the original-post information
and the parent user name following identifier “//@”. Specifically, the original-post information
is used to find which tree the current repost belongs to, and the parent user name is used to
locate the direct parent of the current repost.
(3) Recursively repeat Step 2 until all the high level reposts are added onto their parent nodes.
Based on the above procedure, we obtain a list of repost trees and save them as XML files. Table 1
presents the properties and descriptions used to construct each repost. From this data set we extract
the same nodes (a node is actually a user) to build each individual’s history profile. Those nodes
(i.e., users) that appeared in at least 5 repost trees are selected as the experimental entity. Figure 7
shows an example of user profile. To generate the ground truth for emotion role classification we
have manually labeled the users as one of the six emotion roles according to their comments and
repost trees. The emotion role labeling and three principles are described below:
(1) Users’ repost profile and statistical results (i.e., distribution of three different emotions) of
repost tree related to each repost are provided as labeling evidence.
(2) Volunteers label users as one of six emotion roles according to their historical behaviors
including comments, static emotions and statistical results.
(3) Each user is reviewed by three different volunteers to eliminate personal bias, and the majority
opinion will be selected as the final labeling result. If there exists a conflict in determining
the label, all the volunteers are required to have a discussion to reach an agreed conclusion.
4Available on http://lab.nwpu.club/owncloud/index.php/s/kebowMwlXUV9LVy through a ipv6 network connection
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Fig. 7. An example of user profile.
Table 2. Statistics of the Weibo data set.
Property Quantity
Number of trees 7,096
Number of users 19,389
Number of users labeled as positive 4,573
Number of users labeled as neutral 12,367
Number of users labeled as negative 2,448
Number of users labeled as leader 131
Number of users labeled as follower 19,258
Number of total reposts 2,606,970
Number of reposts from selected users 175,902
To keep the consistency of the labeling procedure from different volunteers, we apply Cohen’s
kappa coefficient5 to calculate their pair-wise inter-agreement value (IA) as follows:




where Po is the relative observed agreement among volunteer Vi and Vj and Pe is the hypothetical
probability of chance agreement. Detailed calculation method can refer to [18]. According to [10],
a larger Kappa coefficient (IA in our work) indicates a higher reliability the labeling results are.
And to obtain high reliable results, we apply 0.8 as the threshold for IA w.r.t the detailed discussion
in [10]. Based on the above principles, we recruited 16 volunteers (master students majored in
computer science) to conduct data labeling. Before labeling all the users, the volunteers are asked
to label a sample group of users to determine their pair-wise inter-agreement values, and if any
volunteersâĂŹ pair-wise inter-agreement value is lower than threshold (0.8), the volunteers are
re-trained until all the pair-wise inter-agreement is lager than threshold (0.8). Only then can we
proceed to label the whole dataset in a more reliable manner. In specific, the volunteers first judged
whether a user is a leader or a follower, and then decided the user’s emotion preference (positive,
negative, or objective). In the first step, 18,807 users were labeled with same emotion roles. As
for deciding a user’s emotion preference, 17,256 users were given three same emotion characters
by volunteers, 1,648 users were labeled with two different emotion characters, i.e., 2 same and 1
different, and 485 users were given three distinct labels by volunteers. For those users with three
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohen%27s_kappa
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the number of reposts. Fig. 9. Classification performance of each feature.
Fig. 10. Performance comparison of four algorithms.
different labels, all the corresponding volunteers were required to have an extra discussion to reach
an agreed conclusion on the user’s label. Some related statistics result of data set are shown in
Table 2. To explore the characteristics of users’ repost behaviors, we take a statistical analysis about
the distribution of repost number as shown in Figure 8, which follows the power-law distribution
well and indicating that a small part of users got involved in most of the reposts. The average repost
number is 9.07.
6.2 Feature Evaluation
In our MERM model we consider both emotion orientation and emotion influence from two and
three aspects respectively. To evaluate their contribution to emotion role classification, we adopted
decision tree to predict attendance using each category of proposed features separately and selected
the accuracy as performance measure. The results are shown in Figure 9. The results show that
different features have distinct performances. For emotion orientation classification, the historical
preference achieved the best performance with an accuracy of 0.84, while the degree of emotional
characteristics achieved 0.67. For emotion influence, the structural factor, temporal factor and
emotion change factor achieved the accuracy of 0.83, 0.73 and 0.62 respectively.
6.3 Emotion Orientation Evaluation
6.3.1 Emotion Orientation Identification.
To identify emotion roles with different emotion orientations, we apply decision-tree-based MERM
method and three other different classification algorithms including SVM, Naïve Bayes, and ZeroR
to classify users into three categories, i.e., positive, neutral and negative. 10-fold cross validation is
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Fig. 11. Performance for two types of users. Fig. 12. Performance for three emotion orientations.
adopted to perform classification. All these tests were performed based on WEKA [11], and the
results are shown in Figure 10. We compared the performance of the selected algorithms based
on different measures, including accuracy, precision, recall, F-value, and AUC. As can be seen in
Figure 10, the MERM achieves the best performance for all measures. In particular, the accuracy of
MERM is up to 0.891. The accuracy of Naïve Bayes is 0.835. SVM has the third highest accuracy of
0.753, and ZeroR takes the last position.
6.3.2 Performance Evaluation for Different Users.
We noticed that the activeness of online social network users is quite different from each other. Some
of them use online services much more frequently than the others. To evaluate the performance of
the developed identification method, we conduct classification experiments based on two types of
users, i.e., active users and inactive users. In our data set, as the average repost number of each user
is 9.07, we select users who made at least 9 reposts per month as active users while the others as
inactive users. The experimental result, as shown in Figure 11, shows that the overall performance
of active users is much better than that of inactive users. Specifically, in the case of active users,
the accuracy of MERM is up to 0.93. There might be two reasons why the accuracy of active users
outperforms that of inactive users. The first one is that active users tend to interact more with
online information and are used to express their emotions, i.e., their online behaviors are more
regular compared with that of inactive users. The second one is that we do not have sufficient
evidence for inactive users when identifying their emotion orientations.
6.3.3 Performance Evaluation for Different Orientation.
To evaluate the proposed method, we design a set of experiments to identify three different
orientations. The result, as shown in Figure 12, reveals intuitively that the accuracy of neutral
orientation is lower than the other two orientations. Specifically, in the case of positive orientation,
the accuracy of MERM, Naïve Bayes, and SVM are 0.87, 0.83, and 0.73, respectively. In the case
of negative orientations, MERM again achieves a highest accuracy of 0.91, while the accuracy of
Naïve Bayes and SVM are 0.84 and 0.78. However, for neutral orientation, the highest accuracy
of decision tree is only 0.77. Many reasons may cause such an imbalanced classification result. In
this paper, we consider the following possible reason that lead to this result. The features used
in our work are not so significant in representing neutral orientation as those used in positive
or negative orientations, since positive and negative are all extreme feeling while neutral is not.
Table 3 presents all results.
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Table 3. Result of performance evaluation.
MERM SVM Naïve bayes ZeroR
Active user 0.93 0.80 0.83 0.61
Inactive user 0.79 0.68 0.71 0.43
Positive 0.87 0.73 0.83 0.40
Negative 0.91 0.78 0.84 0.45
Neutral 0.77 0.70 0.71 0.37
6.4 Emotion Influence Evaluation
We compute each factor using the developed calculation equations and conduct statistical analysis
about their distribution. The result, as shown in Figure 13, indicates that three factors have different
characteristics. Figure 13(a) shows a Gaussian like distribution. Specifically, the value of structural
factor gathers around 0.3 to 0.4, and its mean value and standard deviation are 0.331 and 0.058.
Similarly, we also use Gaussian distribution to fit the trend of the temporal factor, as in Figure 13(b).
The mean value is 0.140 and the standard deviation is 0.142. For emotion factor in Figure 13(c), the
curve goes upward firstly and then falls down rapidly. The reason might be that, compared with
the whole repost tree, the sizes of most subtrees related to users are quite small. In fact, subtrees
with only couples of nodes account for a large portion in our data set - a common phenomenon in
online social networks. As such, the emotions change before and after a specific user’s participation
is inclined to be obvious. Nevertheless, this is not representative because the limited number of
nodes within these small subtrees is not able to represent opinions of a relatively large scale. The
downward trend at the right part in Figure 13(c) reflects the effect of total reversal of emotions.
This is a hypothesized ideal state but hardly happen in the real-world scenarios. We use generalized
extreme value distribution to fit the trend, and the mean value and standard deviation are 0.637
and 0.252.
Based on the above feature calculation and analysis, the weight of each feature is computed as
coefficient of variance as follows: ϕ1=0.175, ϕ2=1.014, ϕ3=0.396. We then compute emotion influence.
The result is shown in Figure 14. We use µ + 2σ according to [47] to set the threshold to identify
emotion leaders and followers, which is 1.41 in this study. Among 19,389 users in our dataset we
identified 105 users as emotion leaders and the others as emotion followers. The classification
accuracy of emotion leaders and followers are 0.87 and 0.93, respectively. One possible reason for
(a) Distribution of structural factor (b) Distribution of temporal factor (c) Distribution of emotion change fac-
tor
Fig. 13. Analysis of emotion influence factors.
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Fig. 14. Distribution of emotion influence. Fig. 15. Accuracy for detecting six emotion roles.
this imbalanced accuracy is that, there are totally 19,258 labeled followers while that is only 131
for labeled leaders, thus it could have much more significant evidences for our method to extract
effective features to model followers than leaders.
6.5 Emotion Role Evaluation
Our previous evaluations proved that the proposed features are all effective and useful. And by
integrating all these features, we are able to classify users into six fine-grained emotion roles. The
result is showed in Figure 15, where PL is Positive Leader, PF is Positive Follower, OL is Neutral
Leader, OF is Neutral Follower, NL is Negative Leader, and NF is Negative Follower. Overall, our
proposed model MERM outperforms other models in all classes. In details, the result of MERM
shows that the accuracy of negative roles, i.e. 0.91 and 0.92 for leaders and followers respectively,
is higher than other emotion roles. The accuracy of neutral follower is 0.86 which is 0.03 higher
than neutral leader. For positive emotion, both accuracy of leaders and followers are in the middle
of others, which achieved 0.87 and 0.90. The average accuracy of classification is up to 0.91. Except
our model, Naive Bayes performs the best, followed by SVM, and ZeroR performs the worst. The
experimental results across all these models in classifying different emotion roles demonstrated the
effectiveness of our method.
7 DISCUSSION
In summary, according to the above experiments, our proposed features and methods are effective in
detecting user’s emotion roles. Specifically, 1) our method has achieved 0.891 accuracy in classifying
user’s emotion orientation into three categories: positive, negative, and objective respectively; 2)
we have obtained 0.87 and 0.93 accuracy in recognizing whether a user is leader or follower; 3) by
applying the integrated features and the proposed MERM model, we have achieved 0.91 averaged
accuracy in detecting the user’s emotion role, which includes six types: Positive Leader/Follower
(PL/PF), Negative Leader/Follower (NL/NF), and Objective Leader/Follower (OL/OF). All these
results generated by our proposed MERM model outperform the other models including SVM,
Naive Bayes, and the baseline method ZeroR. As our model is the extension from decision tree-based
model, it inherits the benefits from typical decision tree model, such that our model is able to
implicitly perform feature selection process while other models can not, which can be of great
importance to improve the performance. In addition, we have enhanced our decision tree-based
model to support feature fusion process and parameter tunning procedure.
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However, there are also a few issues that could be discussed. Firstly, our dataset is still relatively
small for deeper analysis. We could collect more users not only from Weibo, but also from other
social network platforms like Twitter and Facebook, thus we are able to conduct more comprehen-
sive analysis on the experimental results, for example, to discover the reasons why imbalanced
performance appears. Secondly, some parameters in our study are determined from experimental
tuning, we need to propose some learning formulas to learn such parameters to come up with more
convincing results. Finally, some other property of a user could be taken into account, for instance,
the use of tree-based structure of posts and reposts, we need to discover more features to make the
model more robust.
8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we addressed the emotion role detection problem - a new area of online social network
analysis. To this end we have defined the concept of emotion role from two different perspectives,
namely emotion orientation and emotion influence. We developed and quantified the emotion role
metrics by introducing five different factors. Built upon these analyses we further developed the
MERM model to identify emotion roles. Our work is the very first attempt to explore emotion roles
in online social networks and shed a light on the analysis of online user behaviors. It also provides
significant insights which may contribute to personalized recommendation and public opinion
detection.
In the future, we will introduce more features into our model, such as friend relationships, to
improve the recognition performance. Furthermore, we plan to apply some related methods, such
as under-sampling [39], to deal with the imbalanced dataset problem in our future work. To further
explore the usefulness of our proposed model, we will investigate the application of our work
to other online communities, such as Reddit, Quora, and Digg, to discover emotion leaders and
followers. It is also our intention to develop a system like [5] based on our model, which could
suggest a list of users for accomplishing a specific task, such as maximizing the message’s positive
propagation in the online social network.
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